* 6 Days 5 Nights 5 Rounds Vienna Golf *
(Musical Package)
Day 1 :

Arrival in Vienna – Atzenbrugg

On arrival at Vienna airport, your chauffeur guide will meet and welcome you.
Proceed to Diamond Golf Resort and check in for 4 nights stay. Play at the
championship Diamond Course which has been home of European tour
event ‘The Lyoness Open’ since 2010. Situated in the picturesque Lower
Austrian countryside, this wonderful golfing landscape was designed by
renowned English architect Jeremy Pern, with Miguel A Jimenez having redesigned a couple of holes. The
course thrills and challenges as it weaves though a beautiful 10-hectare lake. After golf, enjoy a
complimentary welcome reception ceremony with Austrian Wine and Traditional Austrian Appetizers.

Day 2 :

Atzenbrugg

(Breakfast)

Take a glimpse at Austrian tradition and history, when you head to
Schoenborn Golf Club, the former summer palace grounds of Friedrich Karl
von Schoenborn from the early 1700s. This course was carved out of 104
hectares of Austrian forest and the parkland-style layout, coupled with the
quick and true undulating greens make for an enjoyable round. After golf,
optional wine tasting at local vineyards for an additional fee.

Day 3 :

Atzenbrugg

(Breakfast)

Play your 3rd round at the Fontana Golf Club, designed by well-known
Canadian architect Doug Carrick and Austrian Hans Erhardt. The course is
demanding but fair with its many bunkers and water hazards in play. Located
south of Vienna near the spa town of Baden, Fontana was voted one of the
best courses in Austria, with the club hosting the Austrian national open from
2006 to 2009. Optional tours in the late afternoon around Baden, e.g. Beethoven House and Thermal Spa
& City for an additional fee.

Day 4 :

Atzenbrugg

(Breakfast)

Play at the Ottenstein Golf Club located in the hilly landscape of Waldviertler.
Enjoy lush beautiful views of open meadows and dense forests. This par 73
course has a varied layout that requires some strategy as you negotiate
undulating terrain, narrow brooks and natural ponds. After golf, transfer to
Wachau Wine Valley for a Dürnstein city tour. Optional wine tasting tour at
Domaene Wachau for an additional fee.
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* 6 Days 5 Nights 5 Rounds Vienna Golf *
(Musical Package)
Day 5 :

Atzenbrugg – Vienna

(Breakfast)

Check out of Diamond Golf Resort. Have 18-hole wonderful game at the
Adamstal Golf Club, one of Europe’s most beautiful golf courses with
spectacular views of the Alps. Each of the 27 holes is
distinct with streams, slopes and rock formations
creating interesting challenges as you play through this
Alpine masterpiece. After golf, transfer to a hotel in
Vienna city for a 1-night stay. Free and easy sightseeing. Tickets to the Vienna
Opera House for an additional fee.

Day 6 : Departure from Vienna

(Breakfast)

Free till departure transfer from hotel to airport for homebound flight. Depending on your flight
schedule, consider shopping on Maria Hilfe Street or visiting the famous Albertina Museum.

** Optional Trip to Salzburg
Instead of any golfing day, consider an optional day trip to the beautiful
city of Salzburg. A 2-hour train ride from Vienna, the scenic Salzburg is
located at the foothills of the Alps. As it is the birthplace of Mozart, check
out the Mozart House and Mozart Chocolate Café, plus other attractions
like Kapitel Platz and the Salzburg Zoo.
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